Automation•Optimization•Innovation
World Leading Software for Architectural
Panel and Sheet Metal Fabricators

Automation

We are proud to offer a solution that allows the
user maximum automation with manual
overrides at every stage so you can work more
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efficiently and reduce lead times. 
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Automatically add or remove stiffeners, drill
holes and calculate extrusions.
Advanced automatic handling of errors and
irregular parts.
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Optimisation

Our soltuion optimises your process from
beginning to end, saving you time, money and
material.

Optimisation
Detect and repair simple errors like overlapping
lines, small breaks in the outer contour and

Save

missing panel ID
Optimised sheet utilisation allows for significant
savings

Money

Optimise the cutter path reducing machine
rapid travel time, minimise head lifting, and
minimise part movement due to suction.
Choose the most efficient orientation to nest. 


Flexible Solutions

Our Software is both flexible and customisable,
allowing you, the user, to work in the way that
suits you

Load panels into the system using Excel,
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template libraries, assemblies or CAD drawings.
Create dimentional varients of panels
Inbuilt solution for your estimating needs
Choice of Nesting Solutions
Creates adhesive labels for each panel and

Software
For All Your

reusable remnant.
See statistics on sheet utilisation and an
optional extrusion cutting list.
PanelWizz is suitable for all your machines
Functionality inbuilt for irregular shapes such as
curved bend lines & compound bend lines .
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Our Customers

We are proud to have loyal and long term customers across 4 continents, 18
countries round the world.  




“For the past 14 years, we have been using Fleming Software in our
production facility. 

The ability to customize the software for our needs, and address our specific
customer requirements has been quite advantageous. 

Additionally, their software has allowed us to fully automate certain pieces of
equipment (alt: our CNC machines), saving us time and money.

We look forward to our continued relationship.”



Sobotec is one of the North America’s largest manufacturers of
architectural cladding systems.


Our Story

PanelWizz is a dynamic CAM, Estimating and Project control system, for sheet metal, and
architectural cladding panel fabrication, which has had over three decades of customisable
bespoke adaptations built in.

The program began in 1982 as a nesting system for a sheet metal punching machine. In the
intervening time the software has been extensively developed and enhanced to become one of
the most powerful and functionally rich low cost systems in the world giving the user
unprecedented high quality automation and productivity.

Fleming Software Ltd has been defined by our willingness to customise the software at the
customer’s request. We can build the core systems in as an internal part of your existing IT
infrastructure to create solutions closely geared to the way you work with optimal automation
and productivity.

Over time, as customer’s have asked for bespoke development to oversee a change of machine
or material, we have built that into the software. And all those options and integrations…they’re
still there! We can set up and re-set up PanelWizz as required, to change as you need it to
change.

At Fleming Software Ltd we pride ourselves on offering a friendly and supportive service both
directly and via a network of local resellers, which is why the worlds largest panel suppliers have
chosen us for the past 16 years.



Support 

We realise that our software is mission critical in your business. We’ll go out of our way to ensure
that any problem is sorted as quickly as possible. You can reach out for support via the online
portal, phone or email, and we can provide remote or on site support as required. 




Innovation

Fleming Software Ltd is innovating for the future. We are an expert led business with extensive
knowledge of the industry and we are innovating solutions for an automated future. 




Contact Us


info@flemingsoftware.com

+44 (0)1284 774 744


St. Andrew's Castle

St. Andrew's Street South

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 

IP33 3PH

United Kingdom

